
Message from
Ukrainian Embassy
In regards of your recent publication
(https://www.kuwaittimes.com/comedian-
turned-president-stars-in-ukraine-russian-
war/) under the title “Comedian-turned-presi-
dent stars in Ukraine-Russian war”  Embassy of
Ukraine in Kuwait states the following: 

Today the cities and towns of Ukraine, along
the state border and on the administrative line
with the temporarily occupied Crimea are under
the intensive shelling. We have already regis-
tered casualties among the civilian population.
The lives of more than 40 million Ukrainian citi-
zens living peacefully on their land are under the
threat. 600,000 square kilometers of the
European continent, governed by the principles
of democracy, human rights and peaceful devel-
opment, could be ruined. 

It is high time to stand with Ukraine and dis-
seminate true information. Manipulation, fakes or
double standards add fuel to the simmering
information war. President of Ukraine Volodymyr
Zelenskyy is Supreme Commander-in-Chief of
the Armed Forces of Ukraine. He conducts his
duties in Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine. Our com-
mon goal is to stop Russian full-scale invasion. 

We call on the international community, all
the civilized world to: 

l Make strong statements in support of
Ukraine and condemn the criminal actions of the
Russian Federation. 

l Immediately disconnect Russia from
SWIFT. 

l Introduce an economic blockade. 
l Freeze all bank accounts of Russian figures

immediately - both individuals and business
entities. 

l Block all Russian interests in your country
as soon as possible. 

l Provide Ukraine with all possible means of
defense and other assistance, up to the deploy-
ment of military contingents to deter the Russian
aggressor. 

l Open borders for the organized movement
of vulnerable groups of Ukrainian civil popula-
tion, primarily for children and elderly.

Tomorrow might be late. Act NOW.

BERLIN: Svetlana Z. knew it was time to flee when
she noticed that planes were no longer taking off or
landing at the airport near their house in the north-
eastern Ukrainian town of Kharkiv. “It was intuition.
When the planes stopped flying, we knew it was
the start of something bad,” she told AFP, holding
her two-and-a-half-year-old son close while the
family of three waited for Berlin authorities to
process their registration. That fateful day-
Tuesday-they packed up a few bags of essentials,
and piled into their “old car” and headed west-
wards.

Less than 48 hours later, Russian President
Vladimir Putin unleashed a full-scale invasion of
Ukraine. “There was no accommodation in the
west, in Lyiv,” Svetlana said, so they kept driving,
first crossing into Poland before finally arriving in
Berlin on Friday. Asked why they did not remain in
Poland which is closer to home, she burst into tears,
saying: “We cannot go home.” They are in constant
contact with loved ones back in Ukraine, but “there
is only bad news now”.

Her family counts among dozens of first refugees
arriving in Europe’s biggest economy from Ukraine.
Germany, which in 2015 took in more than a million
migrants-many fleeing war in Syria and Iraq-has
pledged to “provide massive help” should there be
a large-scale influx in neighboring nations of
Ukrainian refugees.

‘Palpable bewilderment’ 
So far the numbers of new arrivals are small.

“We have had about 75 Ukrainians today. But we’re
expecting far more in the coming days,” Sascha
Langenbach, spokesman for Berlin city’s refugee
affairs office, told AFP. “They haven’t been so emo-
tional such that we always see tears, but their
bewilderment at what is happening in their home-

land is almost palpable,” he said. At the Berlin
reception centre, officials had readied 1,300 beds,
with capacity to be doubled in the next days.
Staffing has also been boosted with Ukrainian or
Russian speakers. Small groups of people seeking
aid were arriving, some accompanied by relatives
or friends living in Berlin, others like Svetlana’s
family had found their way themselves. 

The usual procedure is for officials to register
the asylum seekers and then allocate them beds for
the first few nights at the reception centre, before a
more permanent home is found for them. But offi-
cials at the Berlin centre were advising Ukrainians
who have relatives or friends in town to stay with
them at least through the weekend as they expect
the government to decide on a simplified asylum
process for Ukrainians in the next days. The eased
procedure should allow Ukrainian asylum seekers
to find work quickly, or to head directly to other
parts of Germany where they may have relatives,
rather than be bound to remain in the city where
they first file for asylum. “That would make it far
easier for them to find their feet here,” said
Langenbach, adding that his office was expecting a
decision “after the weekend”.

‘No one asked them’ 
Tattoo artist Dmitry Chevniev, 39, was among

those who have opted to hold off from registering
officially pending the decision. Chevniev had found
himself stranded in the German capital. “I arrived
two weeks ago to visit friends, and now I can’t go
home,” he said. His wife and their four-year-old are
in Russia visiting his mother-in-law, he said, adding
that he had come to the registration centre to find
out what he could do to bring them over. Stanislav
Shalamai, 26, meanwhile was relieved to be given a
bed for the night at the centre.

He had left Kyiv on February 15 as war had been
predicted to begin around then. “I was nervous
about that so I took my stuff and left.” Carrying a
dufflebag and a duvet, he took a bus from Kyiv to
Warsaw before getting on another bus to Berlin.
Shalamai said he still found it hard to believe the
turn of events. “40 million Ukrainians live there, no
one asked them what they want and some other

army just came and started shooting at people and
killing people,” he said.

Shalamai said he had asked his parents to flee
with him, but “they said we were born here, we
lived here all our life, and we just don’t want to
leave.” “I don’t know what is waiting for me here... I
don’t know what will be in Ukraine. I will have to
see,” Shalamai said. —AFP

‘We have had about 75 Ukrainians today, but we’re expecting more’

‘We cannot go home’: Ukrainian 
refugees arrive in Germany

BERLIN: A Ukrainian couple with a young child, from the Ukrainian city of Kharkiv, proceed to their temporary
lodging at a refugee center in Berlin on Friday. —AFP 

‘Crime and 
catastrophe’: Russian
stars say no to war
PARIS: A number of prominent Russians are echoing a
chorus of global celebrities condemning Moscow’s war
on Ukraine, with some already beginning to suffer the
consequences for defying the Kremlin line. When Russia
annexed the Ukrainian Black Sea peninsula of Crimea in
2014, hundreds of artists signed a petition organized by
the ministry of culture to back the move. But this time,
the consensus appears more shaky: Since President
Vladimir Putin launched war on Ukraine, big Russian
cities have, unusually, become the scene of rare protests
and police retaliating with mass arrests.

“Fear and pain. No to war,” wrote Ivan Urgant, the
usually smiley king of the late night TV chat shows in
Russia on Instagram with an all-black picture. Russia’s
most popular rapper Oxxxymiron, in an angry video
message released on his social media accounts, declared
he was “against this war that Russia is unleashing
against Ukraine”. “I think it is a catastrophe and a
crime,” he said as he strode through his home city of
Saint Petersburg. Russian comedian Maxim Galkin, also
known for being the husband of the Soviet and Russian
pop icon Alla Pugacheva wrote on Instagram: “How is all
this possible? There cannot be a just war. No to war!”.

‘Black Thursday’ 
The concerns have spread to the media, with corre-

spondent Elena Chernenko of the Kommersant daily-
often regarded as a mouthpiece of the Russian foreign
ministry-organizing an anti-war petition already signed
by over 100 media colleagues. “History has seen many
Black Thursdays. But today is darker than the others,”

Russia’s top ranked chess player, the chess grandmaster
Yan Nepomniachtchi, wrote on Twitter. But such out-
spokenness is not without risks in today’s Russia.

Urgant’s show will not air as usual Friday due to
scheduling changes prompted by the political situa-
tion, a spokesperson for his Channel One told the
Interfax news agency. Meanwhile Chernenko wrote
on Telegram that she had been expelled from the
Russian foreign ministry correspondent pool on the
grounds of a “lack of professionalism”. She  appealed
to the ministry not to sanction other colleagues who
signed the petition.

The prominent Russian voices, which mostly stop
short of attacking Putin personally, join the more pre-
dictable chorus of international celebrities roundly con-
demning the Russian leader. “What most of us learned
as kids on the playground: You don’t stand by while a
big kid beats up a little kid,” wrote the novelist Stephen
King.

US actor and director Sean Penn went a step further
by travelling to Kyiv to make a documentary about the
Russian invasion. “The director came to Kyiv specifically
to record all the events taking place in Ukraine and as a
documentary filmmaker to tell the world the truth about
Russia’s invasion of our country,” said a post on the
presidential office’s Facebook page, showing a video of
him meeting President Volodymyr Zelensky.

“I stand with Ukraine,” wrote on Twitter the actor
Ashton Kutcher, whose wife, the actress Mila Kunis, was
born in the western Ukrainian city of Chernivtsi.
Meanwhile, Russians who fail to distance themselves
from Putin’s attack on Ukraine are at risk of being
ostracised from the Western arts world that once lion-
ized them. Acclaimed Russian conductor Valery Gergiev,
the chief of the Mariinsky Theatre in Saint Petersburg
and known for his warm ties with the Kremlin, was
Thursday suddenly dropped from concerts where he
was due to lead the Vienna Philharmonic at New York’s
Carnegie Hall.

Ex leaders and acting icon 
And expressing sympathy for Moscow’s motives also

risks landing Western politicians in trouble. Former
French prime minister Francois Fillon, already in hot
water for joining the board of Russian petrochemical
giant Sibur, faced the wrath of his own right-wing col-
leagues for saying the West’s refusal to take into
account Russian concerns on NATO expansion had
“caused a dangerous confrontation that could have
been avoided”. German former chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder, controversially chairman of the board of
directors of Russian state oil giant Rosneft, condemned
the war but also suggested there had been “mistakes-on
both sides” made in the relationship between Russia and
the West in recent years. Meanwhile, France is awaiting
the reaction to the invasion of legendary actor Gerard
Depardieu, who took Russian nationality in 2013 and is
known for his friendship with Putin. Depardieu opened
an Instagram account earlier this month with a picture
of himself embracing Putin and said on French television
earlier this month: “Leave Vladimir alone.” —AFP

BARCELONA: Demonstrators hold a sign reading “Stop
his war” during a protest against Russia’s military
operation in Ukraine yesterday. —AFP

Russia attack conjures
up fears of new 
Europe ‘iron curtain’
PARIS: Russia’s attack on Ukraine could herald a
Cold War revival in Europe with two blocs armed to
the teeth pointing nuclear weapons at each other
across an iron curtain, politicians and experts say.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky’s state-
ment that Moscow’s assault on his country was “the
sound of a new iron curtain lowering” has resonated
in Western halls of power where many had assumed
that Europe’s post-war division into hostile camps
led by the US and Russia was consigned to the his-
tory books. From Hitler’s defeat in 1945 to the fall of
the Berlin Wall in 1989, Europe was divided into two
camps with the dividing line running through
Germany. The so-called iron curtain, a term coined
by British wartime leader Winston Churchill, sepa-
rated the western liberal, capitalist democracies
from the communist countries in the east, each part
of zones of influence that were mostly accepted by
the other side.

‘Shift borders’ 
But after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991,

many of Moscow’s former satellites turned to the
West, joining NATO and the European Union if they
could-like Poland and Romania-or at least liberaliz-
ing their economies and political systems, like
Ukraine. Former German chancellor Angela Merkel,
who grew up in communist east Germany, warned
that Russian President Vladimir Putin is on a quest
to roll back that trend and re-establish Moscow’s
sphere of influence. “Russia’s war of aggression
marks a profound turning point in European history
after the end of the Cold War,” Merkel said Friday.

Her successor, Olaf Scholz, echoed such concerns
when he called the invasion of Ukraine “an attempt
to forcibly shift borders within Europe”.

US Secretary of State Antony Blinken accused
Putin point-blank of wanting to “reconstitute the
Soviet empire” or at least “reassert a sphere of
influence”. French President Emmanuel Macron also
seemed to be looking at the Russian offensive’s
long-term impact when he described the war as a
“turning point in the history of Europe and our
country” with “deep and lasting consequences for
our lives”.

Russia taking “Ukraine off the map of nations”,
as French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian
fears it will, would dramatically lengthen the border
NATO countries share with Russia, with a big rise
in potential flashpoints-and fewer buffers. Already
the United States and other NATO members are
sending reinforcements to the alliance’s frontline.
Once Washington stations the promised 7,000
extra soldiers, the US will have 90,000 troops in
total deployed in Europe. Among European nations
promising more efforts, France has said it would
accelerate its troop deployment in Romania, while
Italy is to send 3,400 soldiers to its most exposed
NATO allies.

‘All kinds of repercussions’ 
Western experts have little doubt that victory in

Ukraine would see Putin tighten his grip not just on
Kyiv, but also on neighboring Belarus, which has
already served as a launch pad for Russia’s attack.

“The war in Ukraine will have all kinds of
repercussions on the line that runs from Baltic
to  the  B lack  Sea ,”  sa id  Jean-Sylvestre
Mongrenier at the Thomas More institute think
tank. Belarus would “become a satellite again”,
he told AFP, and Russian pressure would grow
on the Baltic countries and Poland. Scholz called
on Germany’s allies to prevent the conflict from

spilling over into other countries “with every-
thing at our disposal” and warned Putin not to
underestimate NATO’s determination to defend
its members.

France meanwhile expressed concerns that
Russian tanks may also roll into Moldova and
Georgia, two other former Soviet republics where
separatists declared unrecognized statelets. As ten-
sions rise, the nuclear arms threat-a key ingredient
of post-war Europe’s Cold War order-is also mak-
ing a return. Le Drian has reminded Putin that “the
Atlantic alliance is also a nuclear alliance”, while the
Russian leader threatened retaliation “like you have
never seen in history” for anyone interfering with
the war in Ukraine-which many understand to mean
nuclear reprisal.

Both Russia and the US have thousands of
nuclear warheads at their disposal, with France and
Britain adding to the West’s atomic capabilities.
Ukraine, which emerged from the Cold War with
sizeable Soviet-era nuclear weapons stocks of its
own, gave up its arsenal in the 1990s. —AFP

KYIV: Ukrainian service members look for and collect
unexploded shells after a fighting with Russian raiding
group in the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv yesterday accord-
ing to Ukrainian service personnel at the scene. —AFP
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Russia bans ‘invasion’
and ‘assault’ in media
MOSCOW: Russia’s communications regulator yes-
terday ordered independent media to remove reports
describing Moscow’s attack on Ukraine as an ‘assault,
invasion, or declaration of war’ or face being blocked
and fined. As Russian forces moved into Kyiv,
Moscow’s defense ministry also said that Russian
media should stick to the official version of events. In
a statement, the communications watchdog accused a
number of independent media outlets of spreading
‘unreliable socially significant untrue information’
about the shelling of Ukrainian cities by the Russian
army and civilian deaths. These included television
channel Dozhd and the country’s top independent
newspaper Novaya Gazeta, whose editor Dmitry
Muratov was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize last
year. On Thursday, Russian leader Vladimir Putin
unleashed a full-scale invasion of Ukraine that
according to Kyiv has already killed 198 people
including three children and sparked fears of a
greater conflict in Europe. —AFP


